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Nick Chrisman has been a persuasive commentator on

matters connected with GIS since his early association with

the digital cartographic system ODYSSEY created at Har-

vard University in the 1970s. His varying experiences as a

developer, user, consultant and educator have ensured that

most of what he has written and spoken about digital map-

ping and geographic information systems is well worth

paying attention to. This book is no exception, presenting

as it does an excellent overview of the intellectual basis of

GIS, the operations and functions offered by such systems,

and their institutional and social aspects. A major area not

discussed is the technology of GIS, but this is covered in

detail in plenty of other works: this book, on the other hand,

gives a novel, yet coherent and complete picture of what is

involved in the science and organization of this technology.

The major aim of the book is to bring out the integral

nature of GIS: integration of data with GIS functions; inte-

gration of people with the technology; integration of the

data structures with the output. A couple of case studies

introduced at relevant points in the book aim to demonstrate

integration. Not dominating the narrative (and, in fact,

absent for much of the book), they do form a valid way of

showing the breadth of GIS application. One is based on the

Dane County Land Records Project (Wisconsin), one of the

earliest successful GIS implementations and useful for

demonstrating the role of people in a system; the other,

more environmentally-oriented application, is based on a

student project in the La Selva Nature Reserve in Costa

Rica.

There is much here for cartographers. Although, as

stated in the introduction, this is not a book on visualization,

Chrisman avers that “a well-designed map is a treasure”. He

applies the cartographic metaphor to delve beyond the map

into its statistical basis; to use a legend and map design for

examining spatial data more closely; to elucidate a range of

GIS operations (e.g. overlay) from a consideration of map

printing separates; and to cast a critical eye both on crisp,

official, paper maps and on GIS output.

What makes this book stand out from other GIS text-

books? Firstly, there is a recognition of the equal

importance of time and attribute data, as well as spatial

information. Discussion of reference systems, for example,

opens with a look at temporal systems, before the more

standard treatment (in a excellent feat of reduction) of spa-

tial referencing. Then, one of Chrisman’s own research

predilections – levels of measurement and the need for clas-

sifications beyond nominal, ordinal, interval and ratio – is

used to examine attribute reference systems in considerable

detail. This is followed by a further detailed and

well-argued section (Chapter 2) on measurement frame-

works and some of the ways in which real-world data can be

sampled and held. This chapter repays re-reading as an

insightful and valuable introduction to some advanced con-

cepts in GIS data handling. The representation of these data

in computer form is then tackled, with an overview of spa-

tial data structures and data quality (equating to the

accepted term ‘metadata’ which is not used anywhere in the

book). The emphasis of the GIS functions section, which

comes next is, again, less on the spatial data (although over-

lay is tackled superbly and network analysis is mentioned

later) and more on the attribute information and how it is

affected by GIS operations. There is an extensive chapter

on surfaces (which incidentally explains the difference

between topology and topography – I’m glad I am not the

only lecturer who finds it inexplicable that students manage

to confuse these two words). The treatment of such data

structures stops rather abruptly in the middle of Chapter 7,

although it is picked up again in Chapter 9.

In what he calls ‘The Broader Arena’ (Part 3) Chrisman

emphasizes that this section, on institutional and cultural

issues, should not be thought of as a minor postscript: in

fact, he suggests that these aspects need to be confronted at

the beginning of a project. He does, however, introduce

them at the end of the book because they are the enabling

factors that bring all the technical and operational aspects

together. Needs and requirements of a working GI system

are discussed before a final chapter which examines a range

of issues connected with geographic information – its

bureaucratic initiation, its availability and access to it.

In summary, this book is a truly excellent distillation of

the comprehensive nature of geographic information han-

dling in computerized systems. It is highly recommended,

both as an introduction and a reference for the practitioner.

David Fairbairn
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The new nature of maps. Essays in the
history of cartography

By J.B. Harley
Edited by Paul Laxton; introductory essay by J.H.
Andrews
Baltimore and London: The Johns Hopkins
University Press, 2001
334 pp ISBN 0 8018 6566 2 $45.00 hardback

The New Nature of Maps is a work of three parts. The

main body of the text is composed of a collection of seven

essays by Brian Harley, originally published between 1988

and 1994 (the latest being published posthumously, one of

eleven published since his death). The other two significant

parts are the introductory chapter by J. H. Andrews (pre-

ceded by a preface by the collection’s editor, Paul Laxton),

and an ‘extensive bibliography’ of Harley’s work compiled

by Matthew Edney. Andrews’ introductory essay provides

the key to this particular collection of Harley’s work. For

those who have read some or all of the essays before,

Andrews’ introduction, essentially a critique of Harley’s

ideas, provides a fresh reason to revisit them. For those new

to Harley’s work, the introduction usefully suggests ways in

which the reader might begin to understand and to critically

unpack the ‘bumper harvest of concepts and theories’

served up in Harley’s corpus of work.

The editor’s preface makes it very clear that the book is

not designed as a memorial (‘panegyric or Harleyfest’), but

as an opportunity to reassess his contribution to recent car-

tographic debate. The book also serves as a proxy for

Harley’s own planned book to be called The New Nature of

Maps. The essays represent the more recent publications in

which Harley placed emphasis on the socio-political his-

tory of the map as rhetorical ‘text’, as opposed to those

approaches to map history that are essentially antiquarian,

bibliographical or technical in emphasis. The seven essays

are republished in the following order (original publication

date given in parentheses): Text and contexts in the interpre-

tation of early maps (1990); Maps, knowledge and power

(1988); Silences and secrecy; the hidden agenda of cartog-

raphy in early modern Europe (1988); Deconstructing the

map (1989); New England cartography and the native

Americans (1994); and Can there be a cartographic ethics?

(1991). These essays contain the key ideas which led, as

Laxton points out, to Harley’s enthusiastic following

among students from a wide variety of disciplines. The

essays are followed by the very extensive bibliography

compiled by Matthew Edney from Harley’s own curricu-

lum vitae (July 1991). It contains around 180 publications

related to his historical geography and cartographic studies

from 1958 to the posthumous publications of 1992-7, and is

an extremely useful resource for those interested in

Harley’s contribution to cartographic research.

Andrews’ assessment of his friend’s work, in his schol-

arly introduction, pulls no punches. He launches himself at

the metaphorical ‘jugular’ with vigour, if not with relish.

While praising Harley’s scholarship he remains profoundly

sceptical about the value of Harley’s philosophical position,

methods and conclusions. Andrews offers a challenge to

other scholars to take Harley’s approach forward and con-

vince us of its value. Andrews takes, one by one, many of

Harley’s key ideas and subjects them to scrutiny. It is not

possible in a short review to address all of Andrews’ (fre-

quently justified) criticisms of Harley’s ideas. His critique

is thought provoking, if sometimes guilty of trivializing

some of Harley’s ideas. For example, in his challenge to

Harley’s conceptions of the ‘power of maps’, Andrews

notes that ‘no positivist cartographic historian would deny

that maps may exert something of the psychological power

unanimously accorded to books, plays, films and television,

though it might be hard to find an example as influential as

the Bible or the Communist Manifesto’ (p 24). What

Andrews misses (and this adds weight to a Harleyan

approach), is that the power of these two examples is

embedded within wider forms of representation; powerful

documents as they are, they rarely stand alone, but have

become reinforced by a range of other ‘texts’, hence under-

standing them requires an ‘intertextual’ examination. In

fact, it is the intertextual approach which is largely ignored

in Andrews’ analysis, and which may be one of the most

important lessons of Harley’s work, rather than his specific

ideas on ‘silences’ or the ‘cultural rules of cartography’.

In the final analysis, I worry that Andrews introduction

asks us to ‘throw the baby out with the bath water’. Ulti-

mately, he is dismissive of many of the key ideas that Harley

proposed simply because Harley could not always prove a

universal case for each. Most of us could, for example,

agree with Andrews’ statement that ‘verbal and carto-

graphic languages probably resemble each other in being

rhetorical and non-rhetorical to about the same extent’ (p

10), but this need not lead us totally to reject an examination

of the rhetorical role of maps, when clearly so many of them

do make a partial statement about ‘the way the world is’.

However, his essay is a valuable contribution to the debate

in cartography, and provides a useful key to a thoughtful

unpacking of Brian Harley’s ideas.

Peter Vujakovic

The map that changed the world. The
tale of William Smith and the birth of
science

By Simon Winchester
London: Viking (Penguin Group), 2001
338 pp ISBN 0 670 88407 3 £12.99 hardback

Geology is a science that respects its founders – every

student of geology is introduced to a pantheon headed by

Hutton and Darwin. William Smith is given an honourable

mention as the founder of the science of stratigraphy, and

for laying the foundations of our knowledge of the geology

of the United Kingdom. As every student of geology learns

to appreciate geological maps, Smith’s first geological map

of Britain is part of the iconography of geology.

It was, therefore, with anticipation that I read Simon

Winchester’s account. As both geologist and mapmaker, I

knew that there would be much to interest me, and indeed
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the book is filled with details of how Smith’s ideas grew

from his early experience in the Somerset coalfields to his

grand overview of the geology of England and Wales.

Smith’s shabby treatment by the founders of the Geological

Society is also detailed, but it is pleasant to read that Smith

finally got the recognition that he so richly deserved.

The book also contains passages relating geology to

the scenery in various parts of England; for example, how

the scenery of the Oolitic limestone differs from that of the

Mesozoic clay. In this, Winchester does a good service by

showing how the scenery Smith saw differs from today’s.

The difference is greater than we imagine, as Smith’s Eng-

land was largely farmed under traditional forms of land

tenure even then being eclipsed by the various Enclosure

Acts.

With all this going for it, why did I feel let down by this

book? I think it is the journalistic style of the author that I

disliked. Throughout the book, Winchester looks for oppo-

sition figures. In the early chapters, you would imagine that

the 18th century Church of England was another Spanish

Inquisition – a portrayal far from reality in a society that dis-

trusted religious enthusiasm. Winchester himself gives the

lie to this portrayal of the church, as many of Smith’s

friends, mentors and colleagues were clergymen. On the

other side of the coin, Winchester makes excuses for

Smith’s financial recklessness, rather than simply reporting

it. Finally, Winchester does not give credit to Smith’s prede-

cessors – Hutton’s seminal work was published in 1795, so

it is extremely unlikely that Smith would have been

unaware of it.

The production of the book is disappointing. A book

about a coloured map surely merits using coloured plates.

Instead, the map of the title is only reproduced on the end

papers of the book, and other material is reproduced in

rather grainy half tone. There are several maps, none of

which would win prizes for cartographic excellence and at

least one uses symbols that are nowhere explained.

Overall however, this is a book worth reading. William

Smith is a much-neglected figure, and his contribution to

the beginnings of geology was of vital importance, creating

a consistent view of stratigraphy that spread from the Brit-

ish Isles to the rest of the world.

A Paul R Cooper

Hutchinson Places of the World

Oxford: Helicon Publishing Ltd, 2001, 464 pp
ISBN 1 85986 383 3 £14.99

Books like Places of the World are a bit like new edi-

tions of the Good Beer Guide, inviting you to check that

your favourites are included, to tick off those you’ve been

to, and introducing you to new entries that sound worth a

visit.

This is quite a slim book to aim to cover the whole

world, and 5000 entries presumably mean that only major

locations are covered – which explains why my ancestral

town south of Edinburgh doesn’t get a mention. But, as you

would expect, Edinburgh itself does feature, together with

the area in square kilometres (useful, and not always found

in reference books), population, physical attributes and

industries. No mention of its history, or its role as a tourist

and cultural centre, though, and fancy not mentioning the

Edinburgh Festival. Peterborough, curiously, gets a much

fuller description (21 lines to Edinburgh’s 14), with a para-

graph on features that Edinburgh doesn’t seem to merit. But

it’s nice to know Peterborough has a leisure centre.

On the same page as Peterborough are:

¤ Perth (Scotland & Australia). Perth (Oz) has four Uni-
versities, but none are mentioned for Edinburgh although
it has three.

¤ Peru

¤ Perugia

¤ Pescara, Italy

¤ Peski Karakumy (a sandy desert in Turkmenistan)

¤ Petaluma, California

¤ Peterborough, Ontario

¤ Peterborough (unitary authority in E.England, listed as
well as the town) and

¤ Peterhead

So on one page chosen at random there are six entries

for Europe, including four for the UK, and not many for the

rest of the world. Hmm.

There’s a map section too, with administrative maps of

most countries in Europe plus India, China and Malaysia

(why those countries?), followed by political maps for the

whole world, with those locations included in the gazetteer

shown in red. Britain is a red blur, but Turkey has fewer

than a dozen entries.

The index is in rather small print, but includes all the

places mentioned, either in the maps or in the gazetteer.

Some places shown on the maps do not appear in the gazet-

teer, and some listed in the gazetteer do not appear on the

maps.

Places of the World is nicely produced, easy to read,

and has attractive maps with up-to-date boundaries. Place

names appear in the language of the country, with careful

cross-referencing. But there is inconsistency in the form

the entries take. Some have clear sub-headings, others are

much less structured, something that better editing would

have corrected.

There is a definite European, if not a British, bias. No

offence, but is Peterborough really one of the top 5000

places in the world, thus qualifying for a mention in this

book? And Worthing, but not Wells? And not Cheddar

Gorge? How were the entries selected?

And finally, who is the book for? It isn’t comprehen-

sive enough to be a standard work of reference. Maybe it’s

aimed at schools? If so, then it’s probably fine, and every

school library needs a book with this sort of information.

But I’m not sure it does anything new, and it would be nice

to think that we have a slightly wider world-view these days

than Places of the World would appear to present.

Evelyn Dodds
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Place names: how they define the world
– and more

By Richard R Randall
Lanham, MD and London: Scarecrow Press Inc,
2001
203 pp ISBN 0 8108 3906 7
£38.00 hardback

Many issues are raised by place names, and they have

become of increasing interest and concern following the

break-up of the Soviet Union and with the decolonization of

many other countries in the years since the Second World

War. Firstly there is the matter of place name changes:

according to the author more than 90 per cent of Ukrainian

names were scheduled for change, post-1989. Then there

are questions of transliteration of non-Roman alphabets,

and the creation of new alphabets to cope with names used

in previously unwritten languages. Also the central ques-

tion of standardizing the written form of names for official

purposes remains a hot issue, when there may be local vari-

ants, names in minority languages not recognized by central

government, and the popular use of exonyms to contend

with.

The author should be well-equipped to deal with many

of these issues, as his background has included 20 years

working with the United States Board on Geographic

Names (USBGN). This has resulted in a book in which

place names are described very much from a US perspec-

tive. In Chapter 6, for example, we learn that the United

States view on individual names sometimes conflicts with

changes made by countries themselves (e.g. it still uses

Burma in favour of Myanmar), while in Chapter 10, prece-

dence is given to the US approach to the naming of undersea

features, and to the production of the US Geological Sur-

vey’s gazetteer of Antarctica (a rather frosty attitude

towards the Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research is

detected, with no mention of the SCAR Composite Gazet-

teer of Antarctica).

However, there is some justification for the emphasis

on the work of the USBGN, for while its standards appear to

be arranged mainly for the convenience of the USA, there is

no doubt that this organization has had a most important

international influence, if only through the extensiveness

and detail of its country gazetteers, now collectively avail-

able on the web, at:

http://geonames.usgs.gov

The most worthwhile chapters in this book are cer-

tainly those which draw on the author’s experience with the

USBGN and other US agencies, and with the United

Nations Group of Experts on Geographical Names. Unfor-

tunately, however, there are also several chapters which are

quite trivial in content, and one wonders why they were

included. Chapter 5 deals with ‘Place Names in the Arts’,

but its contents are hardly illuminating. For example, we are

told that “The titles of many books … refer to places”

(hardly surprising!), and that Shakespeare frequently used

place names to locate scenes, events etc! We also learn that

French impressionists painted pictures of places whose

names were included in their titles, and that Mendelssohn

composed a Scotch (should be Scottish) Symphony! The

author is uncommonly fond of lists, and so in Chapter 4 we

are treated to lists of animal names and automobile names

(among others) incorporating place names. These chapters

are not even entertaining, and reduce one’s inclination to

take the book seriously.

This is not, of course, a book essentially about place

names on maps, although the importance of maps as a

source, where countries (such as the UK) lack an official

domestic place names authority, is acknowledged. How-

ever, the chapter (Chapter 3) on maps tries to cover too

much too simply, contains several errors, and again it is

hardly worth including. Some of the later chapters are

extremely short, often filling less than two pages, and it

might have been advisable to combine some of these to give

a more balanced structure.

The final chapters offer case studies of names in dis-

pute and names which have been changed due to their

unacceptability to modern generations. Many familiar

examples are here, previously discussed by such authors as

Monmonier and Muehrcke, including the attempts to

replace the name Mt McKinley with the native name

Denali, and the old favourite of Whorehouse Meadow in

Oregon which for a while was renamed Naughty Girl

Meadow, but was later allowed, by local request, to revert to

its more exact descriptor!

These chapters are not quite the end of the book, since it

also includes no fewer than ten appendices. Some of these

are useful (such as the list of independent states recognized

by the US government), some less useful in being samples,

rather than complete listings, and others merely curious

(such as a list of common words derived from place names).

This book is worth having in a library for the authorita-

tive information it contains on American and UN policies

on place names, but it falls far short of providing a compre-

hensive, thorough and serious treatment of the broader field

of place name study.

Bob Parry

The Palgrave Concise Historical Atlas of
The Balkans

By Dennis P Hupchick and Harold E Cox
New York and Basingstoke: Palgrave, 2001
128 pp
ISBN 0 312 23970 X
Paperback $19.95/£13.99

This is essentially a geopolitical atlas that fulfils what

is clearly seen as a market opportunity and that employs the

same format as the compilers’ Concise Historical Atlas of

Eastern Europe (1996; 2nd edition, 2001). The focus is on

‘the geopolitical situation at selected important moments in

Balkan history’ and this, essentially, means territorial con-

trol. Thus economic patterns, urbanization, vegetation,
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land use, annual rainfall, education, transport, industrial

development and demographic movements are not covered.

Each map is accompanied by a page of text which pro-

vides valuable contextualization. There is also a useful

warning in the preface about the limited value of drawing

lines on the map and one that is of wider application:

‘Geopolitical maps require the presentation of states
bounded by borders, but hard and fast state “bor-
ders”, as we know them today, did not evolve until
the late eighteenth century. Therefore, the user
should bear in mind that the state borders appearing
in maps depicting situations prior to that time are in-
tended to provide an approximation of the territories
controlled by the various state authorities, and that
the authorities’ territorial control within those states
may have ranged from direct to nominal at any
given time’.

Just so, although it is unclear how far readers recall this

admonition when looking at the maps themselves. This

atlas can be located within the cartographic armoury by say-

ing that it is less detailed than Paul Magocsi’s Historical

Atlas of East Central Europe (Seattle: University of Wash-

ington Press, 1993) and Richard and Ben Crampton’s Atlas

of Eastern Europe in the Twentieth Century (London:

Routledge, 1996), but also less expensive.

There is relatively little that is striking about the atlas

and certainly nothing to match the engagement with diffi-

culties in mapping shown in H.R. Wilkinson’s Maps and

Politics: A Review of the Ethnographic Cartography of

Macedonia (Liverpool: University Press of Liverpool,

1951). No attempts are made to offer any detailed coverage

of issues such as the Ottoman conquest of Hungary or the

Thirteen Years’ War.

The major theoretical input is the argument that Balkan

history reflects the interaction of three civilizations. The

analogy of continental plate tectonics is employed:

‘Every civilization can be said to hold sway over a
large, geographically defined core area in which the
fundamental worldview binding together its constit-
uent societies has undergone native, organic
development. Each core area might thus be viewed
as a large plate superimposed on the map of the
world … we find the Orthodox East European plate
generally sandwiched between the Western Euro-
pean … and the Islamic … Their points of contact
form cultural fault lines just as tectonic plates form
seismographic faults. Human fault lines cannot be
delineated neatly on a map … Human cultural
faults, therefore, are depicted on our map as bands
of green whose widths vary by location and history.
These bands represent lines along which occur the
most dramatic human disturbances, caused by fric-
tion among the differing civilizational plates’.

However, this insight is not developed in the book nor

related to what follows. In conclusion, as an inexpensive

guide to shifting political frontiers supported by a useful

text, this atlas has much to offer. It does not, however, really

expand the cartographic treatment of the subject.

Jeremy Black

Breidamerkurjökull, south east Iceland,
August 1998

By David Evans and David Twigg
University of Glasgow and University of
Loughborough, 2000
Individual maps, folded, £5.00 (also available as
a package including the earlier two maps and
1998 stereo triplicate air photographs at £25.00)

This 1:30 000 scale full colour map covers the area

from the snout (or terminus) of Breidamerkurjökull (an out-

let glacier of the Vatnojökull ice cap in south east Iceland) to

the coast. It has utilized Icelandic aerial photographs from

1998 along with numerous field surveys and has been pro-

duced by the Department of Geography and Topographic

Science, University and Glasgow in collaboration with the

Department of Civil and Building Engineering,

Loughborough University. The map is actually the third in

a series, the first two were published in 1965 and were based

on aerial photographs from 1945 and 1965 respectively.

Prior to this a Danish survey was conducted in 1904.

This is really a geomorphological map and details both

cover types by colour (for example, bedrock, alluvium,

glacifluvial deposits) and morphological features by sym-

bol (for example, eskers, moraine ridges, kettle holes,

streams). The fascination of the map, and its predecessors,

is that it documents the landscape freshly exposed by the

retreating glacier.

The map is extremely well produced and is visually

attractive. There are no long explanations of the features

shown: the terminology employed can always be

researched using a glacial geomorphology text book. The

map is of a size that could be used in the field, although grid

lines are only marked on the map edges, probably because

the top of the map is not aligned to north (it is actually north

west).

The map has considerably more detail than the previ-

ous two maps, both in terms of the glacier surface and the

ground beyond the ice. In the case of the glacier itself this

has been achieved by using an orthophoto base for the ice

surface which allows actual crevasse systems and debris

bands in the ice to be distinguished. It could be argued,

however, that because of this the medial moraines are less

obvious than on the previous maps. In the proglacial area

the density of the information is now much higher showing

all the moraine ridges, flutings and major abandoned chan-

nels that are so well developed here.

This map and the previous two maps in the series

would make a valuable addition to collections of maps of

Iceland, glacier maps or geomorphological maps, and those

interested in glacial geomorphology/sedimentology will be

particularly interested.

Stephen Gurney

Web site and ordering information at:
http://www.geog.gla.ac.uk/Breida/breida.htm
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Trans Pennine Trail. Official 1: 50 000
scale route map for walkers, cyclists
and horse riders

Barnsley: Trans Pennine Trail Project, 2001
Cartography by Stirling Surveys
3 sheets: Map 1 West ISBN 0 9532277 1 5: Map
2 Central ISBN 0 9532277 2 3; Map 3 East ISBN
0 9532277 3 1
£4.95 each

Yet more cycling maps from Stirling Surveys, but this

time with a difference. The tried and tested Ogilby-style

formula of strip maps used in the National Cycle Network

series in conjunction with Sustrans has been adapted for this

particular series of three maps. Covering the Trans-Pennine

Trail, a cycling, walking and horse riding route which links

Southport and the Irish Sea to Hornsea on the North Sea, the

maps retain a consistent scale of 1:50 000, but the principal

difference is that north is always oriented towards the top of

the sheet (unlike Sustrans maps). Unfortunately such is the

nature of the routing on the ground that much of the Trail

deviates in a north-south direction, rendering the general

sequence of west to east “strips” somewhat difficult to fol-

low at first glance, though a quick study of the maps soon

clarifies their geographical layout.

What results are three double-sided A2-sized sheets

based on Ordnance Survey mapping, printed on waterproof

paper. There is very little paper wastage. All the “strips”

(amounting to eighteen panels) vary in shape and size, rang-

ing from the tiny Panel 16 which covers an area of 12km2

around North Ferriby, to Panel 7, which includes most of

the metropolitan county of South Yorkshire. In those areas

on the paper not covered by the 1:50 000 scale mapping

there are 27 larger scale urban insets, scale and legend

details on one side of each map, plenty of tourist informa-

tion text, notes for horse riders, and very detailed

Trans-Pennine Trail information, with an additional three

small photographs to fill in the final gaps. In total, 350 miles

of Trail are covered in the series.

The geographical extent of each sheet is arranged thus:

Sheet 1 West: Irish Sea – Pennines
(Southport-Warrington / Warrington-Penistone)

Sheet 2 Central: Derbyshire & Yorkshire
(Penistone-Sprotbrough / Link routes from Leeds
and Chesterfield)

Sheet 3 East: Yorkshire – North Sea
(Sprotbrough-Howden / Howden-Hornsea)

For the cyclist, your reviewer suspects that mileages

should be marked numerically. A small circle appears in the

Trail at one-mile intervals, but with no accompanying fig-

ure. A derivative of the conventional “hat pin” technique is

used though, so distances between principal points on the

route are clearly indicated. The longest such section by far

is the 12.5 mile stretch crossing Sheffield from Grenoside to

Darnall.

In terms of map content, as ever with Stirling Surveys

the background research seems to have been thorough – the

only discrepancy occurring where the route from Southport

to Liverpool is described as crossing the Cheshire Plain,

which might be the cause of some distress to those

Lancastrians using the map.

Does the map work? Unfortunately your reviewer has

not had the opportunity to take the maps onto the Trail, and

feels this would be a useful exercise to compare the sheets

with those co-published with Sustrans. There is, however,

plenty of innovative cartography on offer here, producing a

most attractive final product priced at a very reasonable

£4.95 a sheet.

http://www.transpenninetrail.org.uk
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Sustrans, the sustainable transport charity, encourages

use of the expanding National Cycle Network and this map

is in a series especially designed for the cyclist. The map

takes the form of seven panels, which go to make up the

whole route from Putney Bridge to Oxford. The map is 12.5

x 23.5 cm folded and each panel is 12.5 x 46.5 cm, but fold-

ing constraints mean that you get either the top of two

panels or the bottom of two panels which can be a little con-

fusing if you are trying to look at the map while cycling.

The maps are at a scale of 1:50 000 (Putney Bridge to

Windsor and the Windsor to Heathrow spur) and 1:100 000

(Windsor to Oxford) and each panel is accompanied by a

route profile and riding surface which is especially useful

for the inexperienced cyclist. The panels are well labelled

with the route being divided into bite-sized chunks of

between 10 and 30 miles and with the distance of each sec-

tion being shown and also the distance from Putney Bridge

and the distance from Oxford. There are some rather com-

plex-looking town centre enlargements but these are easily

followed with a little perseverance. Additional panels give

information about the National Cycle Network, together

with a legend and general cycling information, Good

Cycling Code and index to other maps in the series.

The map also includes tourist information offices,

police and medical telephone numbers. The ‘helpful’ tips

such as “Walk across busy road” and “Narrow muddy

bridleway” were, I felt, patronizing and rather unnecessary.

The whole route is, however, highlighted in yellow with

handy distance markers each mile and the Royal Bank of

Scotland millennium mileposts.

One of the most important considerations for the

cyclist is the depiction of relief and this is where the Thames

Valley Cycle Route does well. There are eight categories of

gradient tint and also arrows for steep and very steep hills,

which give a good indication of the hilliness of the route,
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and along with the route profile the cyclist can gauge how

much puff they will need for each section. Also of use is the

tourist information on sites that are on the way or with a

short diversion, for example National Trust properties.

All in all, this map does what it sets out to do – encour-

ages rusty or new cyclists onto the cycle route with

attractive, easy-to-read maps which cater precisely for their

needs.

Tessa Rose
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